
P7 Closure Activities   

Suggestions of activities you could do. 

 

Health and Wellbeing- 

Go a walk – observe nature 

Take some photographs of spring scenes 

Make up a daily PE programme you can do in your house/garden 

Do mindful listening daily 

Bake 

Learn how to make a sandwich 

Keep your room tidy 

Dance to your favourite songs 

Play a game with the family 

Learn a new skill 

Help with the garden 

 

Language Activities- 

Write an acrostic/ senses spring poem and illustrate it 

Write an imaginative story about an animal with illustrations to read 

to the P1s on your return to school 

Keep a diary 

Write a letter to your hero 

Write a letter to a relative 



Read a few new books and write book reviews to share with your 

class 

Be a Dictionary Detective and find the meanings of 3 new words a 

day. Remember to keep a note of them 

Grammar Challenge – List 20 verbs and beside them write an 

appropriate adverb; see if you can list 40 nouns and find adjectives 

to describe them. Now make up a crossword with clues using some 

of these words. 

Make up some happy newspaper headlines 

Write a review of your favourite film 

Read and follow instructions on a recipe 

Epic ( books/comics on computer)- getepic zcr0955 

 

Maths 

Sumdog (on computer log in, in diaries) – maths games 

Learn your times tables thoroughly 

Make up a times tables game 

Revise your addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions 

work,etc 

Go on an angles walk around your house and list the angles you see 

Draw the various shapes you see around the house (2D and 3D) 

Design a robot using 3D shapes 

Help measure our ingredients accurately when baking 

Draw shapes that tessellate (shapes that tile together with no gaps) 

Deconstruct an empty cereal box to see the net shape and try to 

make it up again. Challenge yourself to make more shapes from nets. 



 

Topic 

Do research on India and find out about their food, sport, landmarks, 

music, Bollywood, holiday destinations, restaurants, etc 

Make up a travel leaflet to encourage people to go to India 

Design an informative factual poster to show the various Indian 

Animals  

Use junk to construct an Indian Landmark (remember to take a photo 

of your model to show in school) 

Do a pencil drawing of the Taj Mahal and find out a bit about the 

history of it 

Learn about the religions in India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


